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Bodge Number 12
In the beginning was an idea. The idea was
for a creative endeavour to carry us through
2021. The idea was for us to take a journey
together. The idea was for a some sort of Field
Guide for the other Others.
If it’s true that we are here to help others,
then what exactly are the others here for?
RAW
That Field Guide wanted to be called
Bodge. It wrote itself through a Venn diagram
of contributors, from the Cerne to CERN
pilgrimage, Festival 23, Sheffield Arts Lab,
Teesside Arts Lab, South London Arts Lab,
Liverpool Arts Lab, Surrealapool and more.
At the time of writing, 366 original
pieces of art have been created, including
three hilarious videos. There are poems,
prose, collages, photographs, illustrations
and stories. There are recipes for cocktails,
medicines and even one for making your very
own Arts Lab.
The brain is not a blind, reactive machine,
but a complex, sensitive biocomputer that
we can program. And if we don’t take the
responsibility for programming it, then it will
be programmed unwittingly by accident or by
the social environment. Timothy Leary

Bodge is a toolkit. There are experiments
in every issue for the reader to gain practical
skills and deeper understanding. Wisdom
is shared, advice given, passions explored,
vulnerabilities exposed. Great storytelling
takes us through land and spiritual realms
to the mysterious and modern magical.
Skilfully-penned admonishments remind
us of the importance of the critical voice.
And there are so, so many great visual
provocations.
Timothy Leary’s Eight Circuit Model of
Consciousness was brought to life by The
Authenticator, AKA Claudia Boulton. She
finished the series in issue 10 and promptly
transcended this mortal realm to continue her
cosmic journey. A remarkable departure of a
remarkable woman.
To the Bodge family I extend my
deepest thanks. You are, without exception,
exceptional. Special mentions to James Burt
who sent out hundreds of Bodges and to
David Allanson for the webpage. Bodge would
not exist without Slim Smith, whose gentle
determination, talent and generosity of spirit
made every edition a thing of beauty.
This is the final Bodge. Enjoy.

List of contributors:
Cover: The Grain of Sand
2: Jane MacNeil
3: Ivor Way (top), Jen Allanson (bottom)
4: The Librarian 5: Lurker le Cur
6: Bobby Campbell 7: F. Ewe
8: 77% Moksha, 23% Tom Calderbank
9-10: Clamjamfrie
11: Eric Maddern 12: The Synergist
13: Judy Mazonowicz 14: The Door
15: The Grain of Sand
16: The Procrastinator
17: Slim Smith 18: Empty Cup
19: Simon Stokes
20: The Discordian Dungeon Master
21: Dai Owen
22: Auntie Bob
23: Myra Stuart 24: Larry Sidorczuk
25: Hubert Huzzah
26: Lisa Lovebucket
27: Will Helm Rightly
28: Anwen Fryer 29: The Walker
30: Kate Alderton 31: The Boatman
32: Helen Allmark
Produced by Liverpool Arts Lab
www.liverpoolartslab.com
Contact: liverpoolartslab@gmail.com
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Last Bodge

The

Between the Hodge and the Podge
Came Bodge
A doorstep inbox

piece of us

Something to have
Something to hold
An uncritical focused hocus pocus

An anchor
A lighthouse
A memento mori

Dreamers
Fire starters

An hallucinogenic licked-up toad
Of collage
Art
Poetry
Prose
North meets South
Full flow

West

Labbers
Pilgrims
Cosmics
Others
A decent use of a Gregorian Calendar
A deadline in the dark
Of self-commissioned art
A twinkle in the mind’s eye
and Bob’s your Auntie
No problem too weird
for this monthly heart leap
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In bed with friends
under cool covers
Artists
Designers

Port in a storm

East

An experimental glitch
Of Superindividual, generated magic

Myth-makers
Wordsmiths

Witches
Illustrators

Mabon’s magic
Judy’s 8-fold year
Claudia’s 8-circuit
model And learning to draw trees
A lens’ view from Jane’s window
Wilhelm Rightly’s World of Play
Kinaesthetic visuals
A joyous cut
and paste
A Librarian’s corner
Of sheer delights
Led by Slim’s graphic genius
And Jen’s guiding
light
A something from nothing
Proving beauty reigns
Big up we Bodgers
Love is what remains

Hare-PieceTnax

Two Dreams that happened in 1974 when I was 13.
Dream 1. I am standing alone in the middle of the
Old Racecourse, a large playing field not far from
the seafront in my home-town of Ayr. It is dusk and
I suddenly realise I have the ability to levitate. I rise
about ten feet off the ground but the whole thing is
very wobbly and uncontrolled. Scary but wildly fun.
When I wake in the morning I can’t stop thinking about
this hovering dream and I think how fantastic it would
be to be able to return to such a dream at will…

Clamjamfrie, age 4 on holiday with his Mammy. Porlock Weir 1965.
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…then at bedtime the night after my hovering dream, I concentrate before sleep, wishing and hoping
to return to the experience. And that night…

Dream 2. I am once again standing in the middle of
the Old Racecourse, but this time, an old man that I
don’t know is with me. He tells me he will teach me
how to fly properly. I take off hovering in the same
uncontrolled way but then the old man guides me
until I can fly like a pro in any direction I choose.
We fly together for hours over the town and the
seafront. It is wildly exhilarating.

And so dear Bodgers we complete our beautiful year together. Huge thanks to Slim Smith for all the amazing help
with my pages and the whole Bodge. I bid adieu with a favourite quote from the 70s from Lester Bangs, Rock Music
Journalist, writing about the nihilism of Richard Hell and the Voidoids:
“Just for the record, I would like it known by anyone who cares that I don’t think life is a perpetual dive. And even though its
genuinely frightening, I don’t think Richard Hell’s fascination with death is anything else but stupid. I suspect almost every
day that I’m living for nothing, I get depressed and I feel self-destructive a lot of the time and I don’t like myself. What’s
more, the proximity of other humans often fills me with overwhelming anxiety, but I also feel that this precarious sentience
is all we’ve got and, simplistic as it may seem, it’s a person’s duty to the potentials of his own soul to make the best of it.
We’re all stuck on this often miserable earth where life is essentially tragic, but there are glints of beauty and bedrock joy
that come shining through from time to precious time to remind anybody who cares to see that there is something
higher and larger than ourselves. And I am not talking about your putrefying gods, I am talking about a sense of
wonder about life itself and the feeling that there is some redemptive factor you must at least search for until you
drop dead of natural causes. And all the Richard Hell’s are chickenshits who trash the precious gift too blithely, and
they deserve to be given no credence, but shocked awake in some violent manner. Either that or spanked and put to bed.”
And finally, my last ‘upbeating’ of sad poetry. This is my more positive spin on Richard Hell and the Voidoids ‘Walking
on the Water’

Flying Over the Water
Late last night, I went for a fly
Over the sea near my home
Couldn’t believe with my own eyes
And I swear I will do it again
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I saw an Old Man flying in the sky
Coming right at me from the other side
Calling out my name “Do not be afraid”
Feet begin to lift off, dancing in my brain

I wanna go
I wanna go
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
I wanna go again

Death and Resurrection
Death is a more frequent visitor these days. It’s never
far away, but the pandemic has twisted together loss and
loneliness causing ever more tragedy. Anger and grief
abound. It’s hard to navigate a path through complex and
contradictory choices that put us on edge with each other.
There is duplicity and unravelling at the top of government.
And planetary weather patterns are shifting, bringing peril
in their wake. Plenty of reasons not to be cheerful.
So I was pleased to come across this quote recently
from the Talmud: Do not be daunted by the enormity of the
world’s grief. Do justly, now. Love mercy, now. Walk humbly,
now. You are not obligated to complete the work, but neither
are you free to abandon it.
The work, what is ‘the work’? We each have our own.
Maybe part of it is keeping positive in dark times. In
this time of pressure and crisis, change is being forced
though. We have to ride it and guide it. The need to build
a new culture based around creative community, local
and global, is as strong as ever. As we get pushed to
dystopian extremes, let us also drive forward the utopian
option and remake the world on our doorstep.
I’ve got a good feeling about 2022. In the shadow
of the unravelling, radical healing and transformative
initiatives are popping up everywhere. And we’re more
connected than ever. I reckon next year at Cae Mabon we’ll
be stepping up. We’ve been oversubscribed by people
wanting to stay here: three requests for every available
time slot, and they keep coming. We have to be selective.
We’re also organising more of our own workshops and
events. Planning the calendar is a creative curation.
We’ll be starting the season by gathering artists,
craftspeople and enactors to make masks of the
demigods and goddesses of Eryri. This is the mountain
heart of Britain and awakening such mythic energies
is a powerful thing to do. It enables us to call on these
ancient powers as allies in these troubled times.
We’ll bring to life such legends as Modron,
Mabon, Blodeuwedd, Math, Ceridwen, Taliesin
and Merlin and see what they have to say.
We’ll be doing another Mabon’s Way,
making a pilgrimage along a mythically rich
twenty miles, from Dinas Dinlle on the sea, to
Dinas Emrys at the foot of Snowdon. We did it
this year at the autumn equinox. It was magical
and magnificent. Next year we’ll make tweaks
and go with new crew. In May.
Over the summer solstice we’ll create two
great entwined dragons, dragons in double
helix love rather than in aerial combat. We
need the combined harmonic power of these
draconian forces to lift us up to the next
level.
We’re currently dreaming up ideas for
a promenade theatre event in August.

Shrine to Mabon, Great Son of the Great Mother

This will involve moving through the exquisite hobbit-like
landscape of Cae Mabon, stopping in magical settings,
encountering Dragons and Demigods, meeting the Ancient
Animals, becoming the Holy Fool, standing on the Double
Helix bridge, watching the world go by. Through poetry,
song, drama and spectacle…
We also plan to have a Gathering of the Bards
with the wonderful Tommy and Michelle; and in
September, a retreat for storytellers, led by Hugh
Lupton and myself, exploring tales of Death and
Resurrection.
And so much more. Permaculture, Wild Voice,
Call to Adventure (for teenage boys), Tantric
Wisdom, the UK Doulas, Lucid Dreaming,
Mothers and Daughters, Wild Gaian Soul,
Process Work, Shamanic Embodiment,
Deep Ecology, Green Spirit, the Edge of
Consciousness, Breaking Convention, a Council
of Orphan Keepers…
Does that sound airy-fairy? Maybe. After all, I do
share a birthday with Anwen, the Airy-Fairy Queen.
But it’s also very grounded in the realities of river-treemountain-village-lake. If a person were to do every
workshop and event it would be quite an education.
You could even call it a Sacred Coalition, an Accidental
Mystery School. The curriculum will be on the Cae
Mabon website in January. Reasons to be cheerful.
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Twelve Months

Writing about the Wheel of the Year
felt like sharing an ancient tradition
at first. Rather quickly I found that the
wheel used is based on research and
inspiration from Margaret Murray,
Robert Graves and earlier Victorian
magickal practitioners as well as poets
and folklorists of the 1950s. The wheels
I have used incorporate solstices and
equinoxes as well as the four Celtic fire
festivals, some of which were named as
late as the 1970s.
This recent activity developing our
culture as well as only eight festivals in
twelve months meant that I could write
about my own local interest and the

presence of the neolithic Calderstones
– with footprints. Mariji Gimbutas
sites these footprints, along with the
accompanying cup and ring markings,
as being those of the Goddess Bride or
Bridgit.
Bridies waters seep into St James’s
Gardens behind the Anglican Cathedral
ready to be taken to the cup and ring
markings on Imbolc, February 1st. For
some years now people have gathered
at the well, around 1 or 2 pm (1pm
1/2/22 do come!) offering poetry,
songs, stories, flowers, flames etc. This
could be the waking of an ancient
custom pre dating Toxteth Park and

With the existence of Stonehenge we have a huge physical reminder that
measuring time began long ago. We see sundials around the world from
different civilisations and across countries. Pointing out the suns path
we can see that it is through celebrations and holidays that we lived life
as sunworshippers. Hidden now, within the Christian calendar we can
find many of the sun worship holidays renamed and moved a few days
away from the ancient markings. Like cathedrals on holy wells.

celebrating Irish roots in Liverpool.
A welcome to the light returning.
Bodge has been a great addition to
my year – I hope it has been for you.
Researching, writing, and having this
work beautifully printed in Bodge has
been a wonderful experience. I have
loved being inside the cover with so
many talented people. What an honour!
Many thanks to all other Bodgers! A very
special thank you to everybody on the
Bodge team, especially the wonderful
Slim, Jen and James.
Thank you for reading.
Let the light shine in.

The sun’s elemental power of fertility,
nurturing light and warmth, and a more
ambiguous capacity for fierceness is
conveyed in the Sun Woman who’s hut
is also a sun wheel. Sun Woman in
her Hut by Tjamalampuwa, ochre on
bark. 1954 Australia
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Magic Words
Only Connect
For my final column, I’ve been trying to find one
word that can sum up my take on magic, and I think
I’ve finally found it: Connection. For me, magic is all
about connecting.
It’s about connecting with the invisible entities
that exist all around us. It’s about connecting with
the various energy sources that we can draw on in
our life and work. It’s about connecting with our
environment, the places we live and the way they
grow and change over time.
It’s about connecting with nature, and with history.
It’s about connecting with the past and the future.
It’s about connecting with Life, and ultimately with
Death as well.
Magic is about connecting with the spiritual, the
physical, and the metaphysical. It’s about connecting
with ourselves: our minds, our bodies, and that
nebulous essence we call our souls. It’s about finding
our place in the vast web of other connections
that we constantly move through. Magic is about
forging, strengthening and being aware of all those
connections.

Action Time Vision
Magic works on the principle that everything is
connected. That being the case, seemingly pointless
actions can potentially influence events remote in
time and space. As magicians, we perform these
actions deliberately, in full knowledge of their
transformative potential.
Being connected also means being aware. We
can’t always change things, but we may be able to
see which way the wind is blowing before the new
weather pattern is apparent and adapt accordingly.
Sometimes we can pull on the threads to put things
on a better course. At other times, it’s enough to feel
the threads being pulled and know that powerful
forces are at work.

Don’t Hang Up
A sense of alienation, or disconnection, from
nature, society, and other people, is one of the most
common, and potentially most damaging, afflictions
14

of the human mind. By being aware at all times of
our place in this complex, ever-shifting web of deep
connections that spreads across the multiverse, we
may be able to avoid the worst manifestations of this
malaise.
Don’t get hung up by hanging up; just stay on the
line and you’ll be fine. I used to be an existentialist
but I’m All, Right Now.

Join the dots
Once you’ve made one connection, make another.
Draw energy in and give energy back. Draw the dots
between mind, body, and spirit, and realise they’re all
the same thing. No duality, no binary or even threeway split, but an infinite multitude of possibilities, all
dependent on each other and all shifting in time to
the rhythm of the cosmos.
When we connect to the multiverse in this way, in
so many ways, we’re enormously empowered. But
we also lose some of our sense of separateness. Not
completely: we’re still an individual conscious being,
and our choices and actions still make a difference, in
fact more than ever. But our motivations change. To
paraphrase Alan Watts, how can you get one up on the
universe when you realise that you are the universe?
When you join the dots, you see the bigger picture.
And the bigger picture was you all along.
Once more with feeling
This is the twelfth and final Magic Words column.
But just as each column has been exactly 666 words
long, I can’t help feeling that this should have been
a series of 13.
To this end, I’m embedding the secret thirteenth
instalment in this paragraph. Column 13 will be the
one you dream tonight. It will be the one you write
in your magical journal in the morning, and it’ll be
different for everyone. It’s in the fnords, pard; so let
it be.
I hope we’ve all made or discovered new
connections along this journey. It’s been an
exploration and a revelation for me, and I hope to
some extent it has been for you as well. Good luck
on your adventures. Remember, we’re all connected,
and it’s all magic. Every bit of it.
The Door

Learning to draw trees
I started this project with three main aims:
1. To look more
2. To draw more
3. To be with trees more
I also hoped to end up better at drawing things
in general, and trees in particular, and perhaps
come out of it with some drawings I could be
proud of. These were secondary goals (even if
they did end up dominating my thinking far more
than I'd intended).
Another secondary goal was to inspire others to
do likewise. For this reason it was important to
keep things "warts and all". I wanted to
document my struggles and dead-ends every bit as
much as my successes.
There were other aims, unspoken rules; all of
them were broken. I'd wanted my looking and my
drawing to marry up: I wanted to capture detail
exactly as it appeared. This proved to be beyond
me. From March onward, simplification and
caricature forced its way into my drawings. I
fought against them, even though they made the
drawings look more impressive. But I ended up
giving in. Because that's the way I draw.
Because that's the way I look. It seems that I
don't see that well (I began to suspect that I
suffer from a degree of aphantasia: the details
that I tried to burn into my retinas never
survived the milliseconds it took to turn my
eyes to paper).
I'm happy with the results. Overjoyed.
2021 was my apprenticeship. In 2022 I will
approach galleries, and will begin to sell
drawings, prints, t-shirts and more. I never
imagined I could come this far in a year. I
never imagined I would draw this well in my
life.
Thank you Bodge
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The End of the Beginning
of the End…
The Procrastinator

Twelve fun months of Bodging
Now things are at an end
It’s been a splendid journey
Surrounded by new friends
Discordians and pagans
Magik-makers and the dreamers
The caring folk who give a fuck
Lots of creative schemers
We came together for a laugh
To raise a little cheer
Perhaps not gknowing what the hell
We’re really doing here
It’s been a rollercoaster
In Procrastinator Land
And reading all your thoughts and prose
Has really lent a hand
This chapter’s ending strongly
And you all played a part
With every single Bodger
Having a place deep in my heart
So hats off to the future
Whatever that may be
I’m looking forward to it
With feelings wild and free
The ups, the downs, the middles
Sad times and the fair
If ever you lot need a hand
Just yell and I’ll be there
‘Cos I’d like to think we helped each other
Make it through the year
So here’s to you, you buggers
Can’t wait to buy you all a beer!
Peace and Love
Nick
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Glitch experiments
Intentionally take speciﬁc actions. Remain present while doing so. Maintain your attention on your direct experience as it is occurring.
Self and experience

Laugh!

Nothing is wrong

Relish the absurdity

'Problem' an empty term
Drop comparison
Drop your preferences

Sincere, but not serious

Keep your
sense of
humour

Total
acceptance

The joke might be the only thing of value
Cleaning the lavatory to perfection with joy and
satisfaction, and welcoming the next inevitable
tirade of diarrhoea with the same joy and satisfaction,
knowing that the loop is your eternal palace

Fully accept everything,
including your resistance
to fully accepting everything

Reason not a route to truth
...a tool subordinate to truth

Clues are present and
may be seen if you
pay attention...

Have awareness of abstracting

... yet 'external' factors cannot
be relied upon for guidance

Self-reference may
prove inescapable

mostly ﬁltered through primate
sensorium made of meat

Constraints of
data ingress

Emptiness is
just ﬁne

Some data has its own
certiﬁcate of authenticity
baked into the experience

Abide in
comfortable
uncertainty

Persued to its limit
will destory itself

Gratitude
Awe and wonder
Sense of adventure
Otherlessness
Limitlessness
Childlike freshness
coexistent with
worldliness and
scepticism

Find joy in
circular
dependencies

Remember the
limits of thought

... and beauty in mystery

Voluntarise
emotion without
an object

Make assumptions
explicitly,
acknowlege them
as arbitrary
Does this further the mission?
Believe no thoughts

Celebration

Is this bullshit?
Drop truth, embrace utility

Record at the time

Adopt a notion

Refer back
Time-binder

Current data probably
mingled with memories
and fantasies

Born afresh,
every moment

Keep records
of your glitches

Suppose freely

...deep enough to make it work
The world

Dwell in contradiction,
hang out in paradox

Connection to
physicality

Suspend judgement,
indeﬁntely
Allow plurality and change

Consider conception
and perception as a
indivisible system

Both story and storyteller
Sit 'between' it all
Cultivate conﬂict against
the illusion of resolution
Select a framework
appropriate to the
situation

...with impunity

The body
Raw sensation

Don't panic: don't make
any sudden moves

I'm glitching
the thing I use to
glitch...
how do I avoid going
completely nuts?

Be relaxed about not
knowing what's going on

Learn to act
from a position
of unbalance

Remain comfortable
with discomfort
Feel the intensity
and act regardless

Open new possibilities

Content to act on the basis of
incomplete and contradictory data,
with pragmatism and without
expectation of any result

Build fellowship
Borrow necessity
Make a pact to alert each
other should level of
unbalance begin to
hinder effectiveness

Excavate that
which is not you
Dis-identify with
the implants

Glitch with
others

Curate your inﬂuences
Allow the ingression of novelty

Communicate,
carefully

go to
glitchexperiments.com

Uncover the source
of true and certain
knowledge within...

You were all-in
all along
Breakeven is
inevitable

Discernment
allows
recognition

Eternal return

You have nothing
to lose

Heed the
direction giver
Acknowledge total ignorance
Yet act impeccably
with full commitment

Wear your crown
with humility

Power through submission

Abdication yeilds
coronation: surrender
discerningly, and make
assessment from elsewhere

Assume full responsibility
and discover freedom

The worst thing that can happen
can never really touch you

Accept hearsay merely
as an invitation to experiment
Test in your direct experience,
have no expectations or preferences

You are
the authority

Any models adopted merely
as pragmatic tools: incomplete,
provisional, ﬁctional

Make everything
subordinate
to the mission

Equally willing to discard the model
in light of inconsistent data as to
discard the new data as spurious

...even if the
mission be random
..and you couldn't say why
you are on the mission
(if we knew why,
we wouldn't be doing it)

Full receptivity to
every experience

Put it all on the line, content to lose everything,
safe in the knowledge that it was never 'yours'
in the ﬁrst place, and nothing can ever be taken from you.

Serve your subjects
with compassion
Liberation in constraint

Share experiments and
results with fellow glitchers
exercise discretion around
keyholders of padded cells

But you might not be
what you think you are

...even if it seems
alien through long
estrangement

Titrate the dose to
keep unbalanced enough,
but not too much

Experimental
approach
serve the mission

Interested yet detatched:
don't abandon model building
but don't get ﬁxated on it
Sometimes dropping all models
Content without conclusion:
mystery eternal

...and you have no way of
knowing for sure whether
your acts further or thwart it

Repeat, repeat,
repeat... do it
every day

...give it your all regardless
If there's a trick
the trickster's me

The more you glitch,
the more you can glitch,
the wider your possibilities

Spirit of exploration

[These experiments are invitations, which you may choose to accept at your own risk. You are responsible for your own wellbeing. Don't hurt
yourself, but don't use that as an excuse for inaction. You are the authority, but you may not be what you think you are. For entertainment
purposes only, just like with the rest of your total experience]
For more experiments and tech support email lab@glitchexperiments.com
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The adventure continues... go to https://glitchexperiments.com
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Thanks all readers, contributers and organisers of
Bodge for our sharings, explorings and openings this year.
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The Green Face
Out of hidden strength that lies dormant in the depth of its intuition, the figure climbs,
Ancient as the sea and earth, rock and woodland, now aloft, and steps out of memories
Into the boundless space of time; silent: as if silence slept therein
And the spell that long since faded softly echoes in the solitude.
Seeing: in his lucid eyes, those silent distances, that strong and beautiful
And wild abundance, which is life, pain and love, which arise in him,
Concern for his waxing and waning, which knows and then forgets the stars.
Waiting: the figure of constant knowing anticipation: devoted to the gaze of eyes,
It receives the mirror glance of misfortune, or of fortune, preserved in
Nebulous tableaux, which hangs in the strange land of shadows.
This eternal figure: the One with silver strands of spider's web in his hair:
Perceives the quiet, cool breath of stones, senses the dandelion that swiftly fades,
Sees the rose that glows in chlorophyll and the butterfly that dwelt in gardens.
This spirit of primordial power breathes like the wind that ever blows
From the green valleys of his soul; into the wide, open river of light,
And creation, which he yet protects as a newborn if she stands by him.
He marvels inwardly, and tells of the secret of his countenance.
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Dearest Bodgers,
It is with an enduring sense of calm and a profound regret
that I must announce that I shall no longer be able to make
my Bodging prowess available to the wider community.
The truth is I have been nobbled by the CABAL.
It is a deeply sad moment. I had sought to resist their
outrage and ministrations and inducements but to no
avail. I have taken the Shilling. I have shamed Bodgerdom
far and wide, high and low. It is not without that rising bile
of shame that I admit to being yet another shill talking
CABALLOCKS. Yay! Unto the Twentieth Generation.
I have betrayed the Craft and the Cause. What monstrous
and terrible quakings the bowels of the very world must
feel. Deep, sublithotospheric borborygmus. A growling
that moves mountains. The chuntering from
a sedentary position that has slid the
stiletto of infamy between the ribs
of every Bodging body.
Quite plainly, I have been
bought off by the CABAL and
have betrayed everybody.
From the hand knurled
pearls of wisdom that
are the stocking trade
of Auntie Bob, to the
bookshelf erudition of the
Librarian. I have betrayed
you all. It is the kind of
betrayal that cannot be
expurgated by the cleansing
fires of heretic burning or
indeed any other physical
punishment that might actually
inconvenience my vast rump. It is
the kind of betrayal you should have all
expected. Nobody can be belligerent forever
without it being the sign of vast and hideous corruption.
In Bodge #1, I had written – nay crafted – an Epistle
of Bodging Wisdom. A letter of such profundity that the
CABAL immediately suppressed it. The CABAL, in their
esoteric powers, knew that the Epistle of Bodging Wisdom
would bring about the transformation of Bodging and the
long awaited reawakening of the the Bodger. This was a
potential that they could never countenance. An awakened
Bodger is an enlightened Bodger and an enlightened
Bodger will ply The Craft without hindrance of the smoke
filled Committee Rooms of the Papess and the fletch of
hangers on. Their vast, air dried, porcine chunterings
filling the space – a plenum of corruption.
Here we are, Bodge #12, and the CABAL have made me
the purveyor of the anodyne. A deliverer of the message
of suppression: that the long awaited reawakening of
Bodging has finally been ended. I tried. I truly tried to
bring the CABAL to an understanding of the enormity of
their outrage. Like every CABAL before them thee CABAL
hath consumed those who would end their tyranny. The
World Shakes at their monstrosity.

I have long since given way to the cohabitation with
the outrageous acts of the CABAL. From the spelling and
punctuation that mocks me to the publication of ridiculous
faux-essays upon the matter of the nether outgassings. I
have done this for the Bodger at Large. That Everyperson
– that Everyone – whose face is beneath the boot of the
CABAL. As the Hero whom Bodgers might, rightly, worship
I have sought to liberate all Bodgerdom from the iron heel
of whatever -ism the CABAL is wont to profess.
It is a sad moment when one realises that the Big
Dinner approaches and the Revolution has not happened.
Sobering. Not in that post-Party manner that we might all
know and reminisce upon almost fondly. Sobering in the
other way. That way which we are all wont to growl and
call for passing clouds that we might shake our mighty,
collective, fist at. The Bodger #12 will appear
on 23 Sable 149
(Feast: Ste. Viole, vierge et
martyre) and upon that day mine
heresies shall combust. This
is the monstrous vengeance
of the CABAL. To combust
and become luminous,
incandescent, and float
away. Leaving the CABAL
to micturate with abandon
upon the keystone of the
world.
Having been bought off by
the CABAL and now schilling
for them, I can no longer talk
of the trope of the heartwood
or the shaving of the log. I have
failed and no manner or massive
of wirra, wirra, lackaday, can return the
heady optimism of that first letter in Bodger
#1. The Suppressed Epistle of Bodging. Last heard
of on the Number 82 Bus. The mighty pollex of the CABAL
has been applied to mine arse and thus has emitted this pale
shadow of the Suppressed Epistle of Bodging. I have sold out.
It is a shame. A monstrous, monstrous shame upon us all.
The Big Dinner resides within the Season of the
Mummer. The Epistle of Bodging (Suppressed) shall be
silently declaimed upon 23 Sable 149 in recognition
of the Bodgers of the Mind whose words have been
chomped upon by CABAL chefs and patisserie in a vast
orgy of Bodge Cooking. Then before Big Dinner Day shall
the Green Knight despatch for a year. Wandering until 23
Sable 150, whereupon, with mighty eructation shall the
Green one park his arse and announce the end of the
Year of the Shilling.
Yrs & c.
sur Hubert Huzzah (postmortuarist)
28 As 149
NativitÈ de St Swift (chanoine)
p.s. Angry Letter To Follow.
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★ Feel free to adapt, bounce off, ignore anything that doesn’t resonate with
you and add your own ideas!
Tis the season to…

★

Be overtaken and emboldened by spirits!

Why save this for Halloween? Explore and enjoy the present of their presence! Playfully
develop relationships in curiosity, reconnect with old otherworldly friends and the spirits of
those no longer with us
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★

★

Be Santa to someone/everyone else! - Give gifts (they don’t have to be physical gifts) -

and the gift of your presence to those you love and everyone around you!

★

Ho! Ho! Ho! - Laugh heartily, often and for any or especially no reason!

★

Make Merry! - A phrase we often say around this time of year, but what inner and outer tools

will you use to make merriment?

★

Dream, Baby, Dream - As a baby god in restful slumber, rest, dream and explore what emerges
★

Shine as a Star! - Shine bright and straight-up embrace your brilliance! Attract
wise wanderers and precious gifts from afar!

Thank you for sharing this playful adventure! Big up all Bodgers! Until next
time, ever your committed and curious captain, Will x
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For years I had had it in my mind to make sloe gin.
Unfortunately I never seemed to get my act together to
go picking in sloe season. Last year though it changed.
I happened to be out walking with a friend at just the
right time, late October. We stumbled upon a massive
bank of blackthorn.
My friend kindly entertained my enthusiasm to
accomplish this mission and we collected enough sloes
to make a litre of sloe gin. It was so simple and It inspired
me to make more after trying it at Yule. But with sloes
out of season I decided to experiment with other fruits.
So far I have made
Grapefruit & Saffron
Rhubarb & Ginger
Raspberry & Golden Plum
and Spiced Orange.
I’m so impressed with the Spiced Orange, as are my
friends I have decided to share the creation as my Yule
offering to Bodge.
You will need:
An empty kilner type jar that holds 1 litre, for
Enough sliced oranges with skins on to fill the jar, I have
found clementines particularly good.
100g fair trade soft brown sugar
Teaspoon whole cloves
1 cinnamon stick broken up
Big pinch saffron
Level teaspoon chilli flakes
½ teaspoon grated nutmeg
1 teaspoon allspice (not to be confused with mixed spice)
700ml organic gin
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First cut the very end of each orange off, if small slice in
half, if large cut into four slices.
Cover the bottom of the jar in orange slices.
Cover the orange with half the sugar and all the spices.
Fill the jar with the remaining
orange slices.
Cover the orange in the remaining
sugar.
Pour over the gin.
Seal the jar, shake to help dissolve the sugar.
Now keep the jar out of direct light for 32 days. Shake the
jar on day 3, 5 and 7 then just once a week.
After 32 days strain through a sieve into a 2-litre jug and
pour into recycled bottles. I save small wine bottles like
you get in pubs as single servings but also small plastic
bottles from things like 125ml biomel which are ideal
for reusing. Glass can be sterilised in an oven at 75°c,
plastic I use water at 75°C.
Once your gin is in bottles it willl likely keep for well
over a year. My collection started last January and if you
are lucky enough you may get gifted one this Winter
Solstice.
Season’s Greetings everyone.
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newsletter at tinyletter.com/orbific. I can also be found on
twitter as @orbific
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Eulogy for Claudia
Conway Hall is such an appropriate place to hold this ceremony, not
just because of course Claudia herself performed on this stage, or
that has been a centre for radicalism but because people like Annie
Bessant, a node point between socialism, feminism, and spirituality
spoke here, as did Aldous Huxley, who sat where you sat, and probably
stood where I stand, and famously said there are things that are known,
and things that are unknown, and in between there are the doors… of
perception.
Claudia was both the doors, a door keeper, and a mover over
thresholds, and you all are dwellers of some of the many worlds
she passed through, blithely ignoring, as she stepped across the
doorframes, the puffed up, illusionary monsters of the mind, the
policemen of the bardo, and accepted instead the welcoming roar of
the warriors of the heart, the magicians of the soul, the clowns and
acrobats of love.
It wasn’t that she compartmentalised her life, it’s just that she
had many more doors to chose from than the rest of us, and some
of them were probably doors to other dimensions, so at times she
walked unnoticed through the crowds of humanity here on earth, and
at other times she was probably carried aloft somewhere else as the
psychedelic Queen she was.
She was as ephemeral as the Northern Lights, and as earthy as the
mycelium she loved so much.
And she strolled wryly through the multiverse.
One of those doors was into Christianity, the other into divine
psychedelia, and she walked that tightrope between them like it was a
wide and well paved road.
Her niece Emily describes her, as having her feet in Anglicanism,
her heart in all nature, and her head in the Cosmos. Perfect.
She also at some point became a Sanyasin, an experience which
blew her mind and which she said caused her to be reborn.
She was an actor, but also an activist, a grand dame of the
counterculture, but her greatest work of art was of course her life, a

life which had a dramatic beginning, as she was allegedly conceived
at the foot of a pyramid at midnight, but then given up by her parents
as their brief relationship collapsed, and she was adopted by the
Reverend Walter and his wife Lorna and their family.
Claudia was magnificent in so many ways, wry, funny, loving,
often brusque, even downright rude, usually to the right people, but I
imagine that under those layers of Reichian body armour lay wounds
of unimaginable tenderness.
To be physically rejected by your birth mother is the centurion’s
spear of primal hurt, but to overcome it by being loved, and to learn to
love and be loved by so many, is the best revenge.
As far as I could tell, she lived a life free from fear. She lived it all fully,
including the scary and uncomfortable bits, and her life was far from easy.
She used to say in a phrase I am sure will be repeated by others
today, that we are here to go.
We cannot be told that enough.
And she was so unbelievably cool.
Wherever you walked into a room, or a field, or onto a stage or into
a forest glade, or onto a bus and there she was, you knew you were in
the right place, safely on the right side of the moral line.
You might be about to break the law, but you were not in any risk
of breaking the law of love. Never the law of love.
She wasn’t perfect as I said.
She could be vehement in her argument, and stubborn. She had a
weakness for cults, but who hasn’t. Pomposity in others brought out
the worst in her, or should I say the best.
She was a trouble maker proved right, by ongoing events, that
trouble needs to be constantly made.
But she was inspiring, and she was completely free.
So let’s hold her glittering life up to the light, before we release
her into it. Let everything she was, brilliant as well as flawed be
welcome here today. We are all perfect in our imperfections. All hail
the upsetter, the disrupter. All hail Claudia Discordia.
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